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Let (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ..., be d+1 dimensional random vectors which are
distributed as (X, Y). Let %(x) be the conditional median, that is, %(x)=
inf[ y: P(Y y | X=x)12]. We consider the problem of estimating %(x) from the
data (X1 , Y1), ..., (Xn , Yn) which are :-mixing dependence. L1 -norm kernel
estimators of conditional median of weakly dependent random variables are
proposed and the asymptotic normality of the resulting estimators is derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let (Xt , Yt) t=0, 1, 2, ... denote a sequence of strictly stationary dependent
random vectors with Xt being Rd-valued and Yt being real-valued which
are distributed as (X, Y). Let F and F( } | x) denote the joint distribution of
(X, Y) and the conditional distribution of Y given X=x, respectively. The
pth (0<p<1) conditional quantile function of F( y | x0) at x0 # Rd is
defined as F&1 ( p | x0)=inf[ y: F( y | x0) p]. Conditional quantile has
been studied by some authors, for example, Stone (1977), Stute (1986) and
more recently Xiang (1996). Xiang (1996) proposed a new kernel estimator
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for F&1 ( p | x). The author obtained the asymptotic normality and a law of
the iterated logarithm for his estimator for independent samples.
As a kind of special conditional quantile, conditional median %(x)
corresponding to F&1 (12 | x) is also of interest and useful. Zheng (1984)
considered a nearest neighbor estimator of the conditional median. The
author obtained asymptotic normality and discussed bootstrap approxima-
tion. Hong (1992a,b) obtained the asymptotic normality and a law of the
iterated logarithm for L1 -norm kernel estimator of the conditional median.
Under appropriate regularity conditions, Troung and Stone (1992) have
shown that their local median estimator of %(x), restricted to a compact
set, can achieve the optimal rate of convergence n&1(2+d ) in Ld -norm
(1 < d < ) and the optimal rate of convergence (n&1 log n)1 (2+d ) in
L -norm. All of the results mentioned above hold under the independent
and identically distributed samples. The aim of this paper is to develop
theory estimating conditional median under mild assumptions on samples
with :-mixing or strong mixing dependence. We will consider the asymptotic
normality for L1 -norm kernel estimator of conditional median.
Now let us first construct the L1 -norm kernel estimator %n (x) of %(x).
Denote In=In (x) be the set [i: &Xi&x&hn1in] for some hn  0,
which is called bandwidth, and Nn=Nn (x) be the number of the points in
In , where and in sequel & }& stands for L2 -norm. Then %n (x) is generally
defined as
%n (x)=%hn (x)=F
&1
n (12 | x), (1)
for
Fn ( y | x)=
1
Nn
:
i # In
I(Yi y), (x, y) # Rd_R.
Observe the description of %n (x) given in (1), we can find that %n (x) is just
the solution of the problem
minimize :
n
i=1
Wni (x) |Yi&%(x)|
using NadarayaWatson weight functions Wni (x) with the bandwidth hn
and the kernel function: K(x)=12I(&x&1), where and below we denote
I(A) as the indicator function of the set A.
Theoretical results for another interesting nonparametric quantity, the
conditional mean (regression) function E(Y | X=x), are offered by, for
example, Stone (1977, 1980, 1982), Devroye and Wager (1980) and
Devroye (1981). Some of these results have been extended by Bierens
(1983), Collomb (1984), Doukhan and Ghindes (1980), Robinson (1983)
and Yakowitz (1985, 1987) to time series under various mixing conditions.
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In particular, Collomb (1984) and Bierens (1983) considered the uniform
consistency for kernel estimators based on local average under the ,-mixing
condition, which is considerably stronger than the :-mixing condition
adopted in this paper. The further work focused on the estimator of the
conditional mean E(Y | X=x) are done by Collomb and Ha rdle (1986),
Roussas (1990), Roussas and Tran (1992) and Geblicki and Pawlak
(1987), Gyo rfi, Ha rdle, Sarda and Vieu (1989). However, the investigation
for robust procedure in data analysis has suggested that the statistical pro-
cedures based on L1 -norm perform better than that based on L2 -norm
when the observations contain some outliers. That is why an amount of
attention has been also focused on the problem of the estimator of the con-
ditional median %(x).
The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section we
first list the definition of :-mixing dependence structure for easy reference,
and then present the required conditions. In Section 2 we give the main
result. In Section 3 we list some lemmas for proving main result. The proof
of the main result is given in Section 4. The technical proof of Lemma 3.5
is postponed in Appendix. For convenience and simplicity, we always let C
denote some positive constant not depending on n. In the remainder of the
paper Ux and U%(x) denote the neighborhoods of x and %(x), respectively,
that is, for any ‘>0
Ux=[z: &z&x&‘] and U%(x)=[ y: | y&%(x)|‘].
Denote B(x)=U%(x) _Ux .
Definition 1. Let [Vn , n1] be a sequence of random vectors and
Fba denote the _-field generated by the random vectors Va , ..., Vb and
Fa =na F
n
a . The sequence [Vn , n1] is called strongly mixing or
:-mixing if
:(n)= sup
k1, A # F
1
k B # Fk+1
|P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)|  0 as n  
We will use the following conditions.
Condition 1.1. Let x0 # Rd. The distribution of (X, Y) satisfies
(i) for the neighborhood Ux0 , the distribution of X is absolutely con-
tinuous and its density f ( } ) is bounded away from zero. That is, there exists
a positive constant M1 such that
M &11  f (x)M1 for x # Ux0 ,
where M1 may depend on x0 .
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(ii)
F( y | x0)
y |y=%(x0)>0 and |
F( y | x)
xj |M for j=1, 2, ..., d and
( y, x) # B(x0), where M is a positive constant.
Condition 1.2. Let limn   hn=0 and limn   nhdn=. The sequence
:(n) satisfies (i) for every sn such that sn=o((nhdn)
12) for n  ,
limn   (nh&dn )
12 :(sn)=0.
(ii) There exist #>2 and a>1&2# such that
:

l=1
la(:(l ))1&2#<. (2)
Further studies indicate that (2) can be weakened as
1
h (1&2#) dn
:

j=[cn]
(:( j))1&2#  0 as n  
for cn   such that cn hdn  0 as n   (See the proof of Theorem 3 of
Masry, 1991), where and below [a] denotes the integer part of a. We also
note that (2) is equivalent to :( j)=O(1j2+$) for some $>0. Robinson
(1983) assumed that :( j) satisfies j=N :( j)=o(1N), which is equivalent
to :( j)=o(1j2). Similar assumption is also employed by Roussas and Tran
(1992) and Fan and Masry (1992).
Condition 1.3. Let (Xi , Xi+k) have a joint density function f (x, y, k)
satisfying for all k>0,
sup
x, y
| f (x, y, k)& f (x) f ( y)|M0<, (x, y) # Rd_R,
where M0 is some constant.
This condition is similar as the Assumption 2.2 of Masry (1993a,b) for
deconvolution estimator of multivariate density of :-mixing process. In
order to show the asymptotic normality and strong consistency of quantile
estimator for independent and identically distributed case, Cso rgo and
Re ve sz (1981) and Cso rgo (1983) also employed Condition 1.1.
Condition 1.4. The conditional distribution F( y | x) of Y given X=x as
a bivariate function of ( y, x) has twice bounded partial derivatives in the
neighborhood B(x0), i.e.
sup
( y, x) # B(x0)
}
2F( y | x)
x2j }M for j=1, 2, ..., d,
where M is a positive constant.
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2. MAIN RESULT
Theorem. Suppose that Conditions 1.11.3 hold.
(i) If nhdn (log n)
3   and nhd+2n  0, then we have
(nhdn)
12 [%hn (x0)&%(x0)] w
L N(0, _2),
here and below _2=[2L(1) f 2 (%(x0) | x0) f (%(x0))]&1, w
L stands for
convergence in distribution.
(ii) If f (x) has twice partial derivatives and nhd+4n  1, some positive
constant, instead of nhd+2n  0 in (i), then
(nhdn)
12 [%hn (x0)&%(x0)] w
L N(+, _2),
where
+=
- 1f (x0) L(1)
d+2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1 {
2F(%(x0) | x)
xi xj
+
1
f (x) \
f (x)
xi
F((x0) | x)
x j
+
f (x)
x j
F(%(x0)) | x
x i += }x=x0
in which L(1) denotes the volume of the d-dimensional unit sphere.
(iii) Suppose that Condition 1.4 holds and f (x) has twice partial
derivatives. If nhd+4n  0, and nh
d
n (log n)
3  , then we also have
(nhdn)
12 [%hn (x0)&%(x0)] w
L N(0, _2).
3. SOME LEMMAS
In this section, we present several lemmas used for the proof of the main
result. In the remainder of this paper, let Ki (=Ki (x)) be the indicator
function of the set (&Xi&x&hn), Vx, r be the set [ y: x # A, &y&x&r].
Lemma 3.1 (Volkonskii and Rozanov, 1959). Let V1 , ..., Vn be random
variables measurable with respect to the _-algebra F j1i1 , ..., F
jm
im
respectively
with 1i1<j1< } } } <jmn, il+1& jlw1 and |Vj |1 for l, j=
1, 2, ..., m. Then
}E \‘
m
j=1
Vj+& ‘
m
j=1
EV j }16(m&1) :(w),
where Fba=_[Vi , a<ib] denotes _-field generated by Va+1 , Va+2 , ..., Vb .
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Lemma 3.2 (Davydov, 1968). Let X0 , X1 , ..., Xn be a sequence of :-mixing
random variables. Then for 0<p, q, r<1 satisfying 1p+1q+1r=1 we
have
|EX0Xj&EX0 EXj |
10:1p ( j)(E |X0&EX0 |q)1q (E |X1&EX1| r)1r,
for each 0 jn.
Lemma 3.3 (Hall and Heyde, 1980). Suppose that X and Y are random
variables which are F- and H-measure, respectively, and |X |C1 , |Y|C2
a.s. Then
|EXY&EXEY|4C1C2 :(F, H),
where
:(F, H)= sup
A # F, B # H
|P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)|.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that Conditions 1.1 and 1.3 are satisfied. Then there
exists a positive constant C1 such that EKiK i+ jC1hd(2&$
j
0)
n , where $
j
0 is
Kronecker delta.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is immediate.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that Conditions 1.11.3 are satisfied. Then for large
enough M,
P[ |(nhdn)
&1 Nn&L(1) f (x0)|>ML(1) f (x0)(nhdn)
&12 log12 n]  0.
The proof of this lemma is in Appendix.
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
We here present the proof of (i) of Theorem, others are similar and thus
only give the outline. The proof of (i) of the theorem is given in outline and
divided into 4 steps. In step 1 we transfer our problem into that proving
sum of a sequence of random variables converges to normal distribution,
which is equivalent to verifying the four conditions of Theorem 18.4.1 given
by Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) in Step 2. Step 3 shows two facts that
serve for proving the statements in Step 2. Finally Step 4 completes the
verifications involved in Step 2, and then completes the proof of (i) of the
theorem.
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Step 1. Write ===n=_t(nhdn)
&12. By simplifying,
P[(nhdn)
12 (%(x0)&%hn (x0))_<t]
=P {12<Fhn (%(x0)+= | x0)=
=P { 1Nn :i # In I(Y i>%(x0)+=)<
1
2=
=P { 1Nn :i # In [I(Yi>%(x0)+=)&[1&F(%(x0)+= | Xi)]]
<
1
Nn
:
i # In
F(%(x0)+= | Xi)&
1
2= . (3)
Decompose 1Nn  i # In F(%(x0)+= | Xi)&12 into
1
Nn
:
i # In
[F(%(x0)+= | Xi)&F(%(x0)+= | x0)]+[F(%(x0)+= | x0)&12].
(4)
The first term of (4) is bounded by
1
Nn
:
i # In
Ki |F(%(x0)+= | x0)&F(%(x0)+= | Xi)|hn=o((nhdn)
&12)
by noting nhd+2n  0. The second term of (4) equals
=f (t(x0) | x0)+o((nhdn)
&12)
by using Taylor’s expansion. Therefore, the right-hand side of (3) equals
P { 1Nn :
n
i=1
Ki[I(Yi>(x0)+=)&[1&F(%(x0)+= | X i)]]
=f (%(x0) | x0)+o((nhdn)
&12)= .
On the other hand, Lemma 3.5 implies that (nhdn)
&1 Nn converges to
L(1) f (x0) in probability. Our problem is therefore equivalent to proving
P { 1- n Sn<t=L N(0, 1), (5)
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where Sn=ni=1 Zni for
Zni=\ 4f (x0) L(hn)+
12
Z$ni
with
Z$ni=K i[I(Yi>%(x0)+=)&[1&F((x0)+= | Xi)]], i=1, 2, ..., n.
Here L(hn) is the volume of the d-dimensional sphere with diameter hn .
Step 2. Divide the set [1, 2, ..., n] into 2qn+1 subsets with large blocks
u=un and small blocks s=sn . Set
q=qn=_ nun+sn& . (6)
We define the random variables
’j= :
j(u+s)+u&1
i= j(u+s)
Zni , !j= :
( j+1)(u+s)&1
i= j(u+s)+u
Zni , 0 jq&1
and
’k= :
n
i=k(u+s)
Zni .
Then
Sn= :
q&1
j=1
’j+ :
q&1
j=1
!j+’k =
def Sn1+Sn2+Sn3 .
According to Theorem 18.4.1 of Ibragimov and Linnik (1971), it is
sufficient to prove (5) that
1
n
ES 2n2  0,
1
n
ES 2n3  0, (7)
}E exp(itSn1)& ‘
q&1
j=0
E exp(it’j)} 0, (8)
1
n
:
q&1
j=0
E’2j  1, (9)
1
n
:
q&1
j=0
E[’2j I( |’j |>= - n)]  0. (10)
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Step 3. Before proving (7)(10), we show the following two facts.
Var(Znj)  1, (11)
:
n
j=2
|Cov(Zn1 , Znj)|  0. (12)
By a simple manipulation, we obtain that
Var(Z$ni)= 14 P[&Xi&x0&h](1+O(=))+Bn1 ,
where
Bn1 =EK i[[1&F(%(x0)+= | Xi)] F(%(x0)+= | Xi)
&[1&F(%(x0)+= | x0)] F(%(x0)+= | x0)].
It follows by a simple calculation that
lim
n  
P[&Xi&x0&hn]
L(hn)
= lim
n  
F(Vx0 , hn)
L(1) hdn
= f (x0). (13)
Hence
|Bn1|P[&Xi&x0&hn] } O(hn)=O(hd+1n ).
Therefore, we have as n  
Var(Zni)=
4
f (x0) L(1) hdn {
f (x0) L(1) hdn
4
+O(=hdn)+O(h
d+1
n )=
=1+O((nhdn)
&12)+O(hn)  1,
and (11) holds. Next, let cn (specified below) is a sequence of integers such
that cn   and cnhdn  0. Write
:
n
i=2
|Cov(Zn1 , Zni)|=\ :
cn
j=2
+ :
n
j=cn+1
+ |Cov(Zn1 , Znj)| =def J1+J2 .
For 1< jcn , it follows from Lemma 3.4 that
|Cor(Zn1 , Znj)|Ch&dn E[K1 Kj[1&F(%(x0)+= | X1)] F(%(x0)+= | X1)
_[1&F(%(x0)+= | Xj)] F(%(x0)+= | Xj)]
Ch&dn EK1Kj=O(h
d
n),
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which yields that
J1= :
cn
j=1
|Cov(Zn1 , Znj)|=O(cnhdn)  0.
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that, for some constant
#>2,
|Cov(Zn1 , Znj)|C[:( j)]1&2# (E |Zn1| #)2#
and
E |Zn1| #C(h&dn )
#2 hdn=Ch
&d (#2&1)
n .
Hence, it follows that
J2  :
n
j=cn+1
C[:( j)]1&2# hd (2#&1)n
Cc&an h
d (2#&1)
n :
n&1
j=cn+1
ja[:( j)]1&2#.
Choose cn=hd (2#&1) 1an such that cnh
d
n  0 according to a>1&2# and
#>2. Using Condition 1.2, we have J2=o(1) is proved.
Step 4. We now prove (7)(10). We first choose the block size. Condi-
tion 1.2(i) implies that there exist constants pn   such that
pnsn=o((nhdn)
12), pn (nh&dn )
12 :n (sn)  0.
Define the large block size un=[(nhdn)
12pn]. Then a simple calculation
shows
sn
un
 0,
un
n
 0,
un
(nhdn)
12  0 (14)
and
n
un
:(sn)  0. (15)
For the sake of convenience, write u=un , q=qn and s=sn later. We begin
to prove (7). Note that
1
n
ES 2n2=
1
n
:
q&1
j=1
Var(!j)+
1
n
:
q&1
i=1
:
q&1
j=1, i{ j
Cov(! i , ! j) =
def 11+12 . (16)
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Using the same proof as that for (11) and the stationary assumption of
[Znj], we have
Var(!j)=s Var(Zn1)+2s :
s&1
j=2
(1& js) Cov(Zn1 , Znj)=s(1+o(1)). (17)
It follows from (6) and (14), and (sq)n=s(u+s)  0 that
11=O \qsn +=o(1).
Now we handle 12 . We first note that with mj= j(u+s)+u,
12=
1
n
:
q&1
i=0
:
q&1
j=0, i{ j
:
s&1
l1=0
:
s&1
l2=0
Cov(Zn, mj+l1 , Zn, mj+l2).
It follows from i{ j and |mi&mj+l1&l2 |u that
|12 |
2
n
:
n&u
l1=1
:
n&u
l2=l1+u
|Cov(Zn, l1 , Zn, l2)|,
which and the stationary assumption of [Znj] and (12) lead
|12 |2 :
n&1
j=u
|Cov(Zn1 , Znj)|=o(1).
Hence the first part (7) holds. For the second part of (7), using a similar
argument together with (12), we obtain that
1
n
ES 2n3 
1
n
(n&q(u+s)) Var(Zn1)+2 :
n
j=2
|Cov(Zn1 , Znj)|

u+s
n
(1+o(1))  0,
and (7) is proved.
Note that ’l is a function of the random variables [Zn, l(u+s) ,
Zn, l(u+s)+1 , ..., Zn, l(u+s)+u&1], which means that ’l is F jlil -measurable
with il=l(u+s) and jl=l(u+s)+u&1. Hence, applying Lemma 3.1 with
Vj=exp(it’j) and il+1& jl=s+1, we have
}E { ‘
q&1
j=0
exp(it’j)& ‘
q&1
j=0
E exp(it’ j)=}16q:(s+1)
which tends to zero by (15). Hence (8) holds.
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We now show (9). Using the same argument as that for (17) with s
replaced by u and by stationary, we have
Var(’j)=Var(’0)=u(1+o(1)).
This implies that
1
n
:
q&1
j=0
E’2j =
qu
n
(1+o(1))  1
for su  0, and (9) holds.
At last, it remains to establish (10). Since max0q&1 |’j |Ch&d2n u for
some positive constant C, which leads that the set [ |’j |= - n] is an
empty set, and (10) is shown.
Up to now, we complete the proof of (i) of Theorem. The proving proce-
dure of (ii) of the theorem is the same as that for (i), the difference is only
cumbersome calculation. Next we only provide the procedure as that in
step 1.
Similarly as in Step 1 P[(nhdn)
12 (%(x0)&%hn (x0))_<t] can be trans-
formed into
P { :
n
i=1
Ki[(Yi>%(x0)+=)& 12]<0=
by a simple manipulation. Write
Z0ni=Ki[I(Yi>%(x0)+=)&
1
2],
then [Z0ni] are identically distributed random variables with mean EZ
0
n1=
EK1I(Y1>%(x0)+=)&12EK1 .
Denote
,ij (hn)=|&x&x0&hn (xi&x i0)(xj&xj0) dx.
Using the assumption (ii) of Theorem and Taylor’s expansion we derive
that
EK1I(Y1>%(x0)+=)
=
1
2
L(hn) f (x0)&=f (x0) f (%(x0) | x0) L(hn)
+
1
2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1 _
2f (x0)
xi xj
&
2[ f (x0) F(%(x0) | x0)]
xi xj & ,ij (hn)
+[o(=)+o(h2n)] L(hn)
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=
1
2
L(hn) f (x0)&=f (x0) f (%(x0) | x0) L(hn)+L(hn) f (x0) 2n
+o(=L(hn))+o(h2n L(hn))
and
EK1= f (x0) L(hn)+
1
2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1
2f (x0)
x i xj
, ij (hn)+o(h2L(hn)),
with
2n =
1
2L(hn) f (x0)
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1
__
2f (x0)
xi x j
&
2[ f (x0) F(%(x0) | x0)]
xi x j & ,ij (hn).
Substituting the above two expressions for EK1 and EK1I(Y1>%(x0)+=)
in EZ0n1 , which is equal to
&=f (%(x0) | x0) L(hn) f (x0)++n+[o(=)+o(h2)] L(hn)
=&L(hn) f (x0)4n t++n+[o(=)+o(h2)] L(hn).
where
+n =L(hn) f (x0) 2n&
1
2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1
2f (x0)
x i xj
, ij (hn)
=&
1
2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1 {
2f (%(x0) | x)
xi xj
f (x0)
+\f (x)x i
F(%(x0) | x)
xj
+
f (x0)
x j
F(%(x0) | x)
xi +=}x=x0 .
The above arguments deduce that
P[(nhdn)
12 (%(x0)&%hn (x0))_<t]
=P { :
n
i=1
(Z0ni&EZ
0
ni)<nEZ
0
n1=
=P { 1- n :
n
i=1
Z+ni <t&+n  4nL(hn) f (x0)+o(1)=
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with
Z+ni = 4L(hn) f (x0) (Z0ni&EZ0ni).
The working remaining is to show that
P { 1- n :
n
i=1
Z+ni <t= L N(+, _2),
which can be finished parallely to Steps 24. Details are omitted.
5. APPENDIX
This appendix states the proof of Lemma 3.5, which is greatly based on
the following conclusion, Theorem 4 of Rio (1995).
Lemma A.1. Let A be a _-field of (0, F, P) and let X be a real-valued
random variable taking a. s. its values in [a, b]. Suppose furthermore that
there exists a random variable U with uniform distribution over [0, 1], inde-
pendent of A 6 F(X). Then there exists a random variable X* independent
of A and with the same distribution as X such that
E( |X*&X| )2(b&a) :(A, F(X)).
Moreover, X* is a A 6 F(X) 6 F(U)-measurable random variable, where
F(X) denotes the _-field generated by X.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Denote =*=B(nhd)&12 log12 n with B>0
specified below. Since P[ |(nhdn)
&1 Nn&L(1) f (x0)|>L(1) f (x0) =*] is
bounded by
P[(nhdn)
&1 Nn>L(1) f (x0)+L(1) f (x0) =*]
+P[(nhdn)
&1 Nn<L(1) f (x0)&L(1) f (x0) =*].
It suffice to prove both of the two terms converge to zero. Next we only
show that the first term, denoted S(n1), converges to zero. The proof of the
second term is similar and is thus omitted.
Recall the definition of Ki , a simple manipulation derives that S(n1)
equals
P {1n :
n
i=1
(Ki&EKi)>hdnL(1) f (x0)(1+=*)&EKi= . (18)
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By the assumption of Theorem and Taylor’s expansion, it follows that
EKi =f (x0) L(hn)+
1
2
:
d
i=1
:
d
j=1
2f (x)
xi xj }x=!
_| } } } |
&x&x0&<hn
(x i&xi0)(xj&xj0) dx1 } } } dxd . (19)
Note that the second term in the above formula has order of O(h2nL(hn)),
which implies that, for large enough n,
EKiL(1) f (x0)(1+=*) hdn&
1
2L(1) f (x0) h
d
n=*.
This fact and (18) yield that
S(n1)P {1n :
n
i=1
(Ki&EKi)>
1
2
L(1) f (x0) hdn=*= . (20)
Next we continue to handle the right-hand side of (20). Let .(n) be a
slowly increasing function satisfying
(nh&dn )
12 (log n)&12 :(u*)  0 (21)
where u*=(nhdn)
12 (log n)&12 .&1 (n). The fact of (21) can be assured by
Condition 1.2. Denote Z*ni=Ki&EKi , Sn*=1n ni=1 Z*ni , B$=12L(1) f (x0)
and ’n=BB$(hdn log nn)
12.
If n=2u*v for some integer valued function v=v(n), then S n* can be
written as Sn*=S*n1+S*n2 , where
S*n1= :
v
j=1
Wn (2( j&1)), S*n2= :
v
j=1
Wn (2 j&1)
with
Wn ( j)=
1
n
:
ju*
i=( j&1) u*+1
Z*ni for j=1, 2, ..., v.
If n{2u*v, then the numbers of the last blocks of S*n1 and S*n2 will
be smaller than u*, and this does not affect our proof. Next we use
Lemma A.1 to handle S*n1 and S*n2 .
For brevity we refer to Wn (2( j&1)) as Wj for 1 jv. By enlarging the
probability space if necessary, we introduce a sequence of independent ran-
dom variables U1 , U2 , ..., which are uniformly distributed on [0, 1], and
independent of the sequence [Wj , 1 jv]. Define W 0*=W0 , W 1*=W1 .
By Lemma A.1, for each j2, there exists a r.v. W j* which is a measurable
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function of W1 , ..., W j&1 , W j and Uj , and independent of W1 , ..., Wj&1 and
has the same distribution as Wj and satisfies that
E( |Wj&W j* |)
2u*
n
:(_(W1 , ..., Wj&1), _(Wj)),
where _(W1 , ..., Wj&1) and _(W j) are _-fields generated by W1 , ..., Wj&1
and Wj , respectively. By Markov’s inequality we obtain that
P {} :
v
j=1
(Wj&W j*) }>’n=
E vj=1 |Wj&W j* |
’n

C:(u*)
’n
. (22)
Notice that
P[ |S*n1|>2’n]P {} :
v
j=1
W j* }>’n=+P { :
v
j=1
|Wj&W j* |>’n= . (23)
Our next goal is to give the upper bound for the first term of the right-
hand side of (23).
Using Markov’s inequality and observing the fact
|*nW j |O((nhdn)
&12 (log n)12 u*)
=O(1.(n)) for *n=(n&1hdn)
&12 (log n)12,
which leads |*nW j* |12 and then exp(\*nW j*)1\*n W j*+*2n(W j*)
2,
we conclude that, for large enough n,
P {} :
v
j=1
W j* }>’n=2 exp {&*2n’2dn +*2n :
v
j=1
E(W j*)2= . (24)
On the other hand,
:
v
j=1
E(W j*)2= :
v
j=1
EW 2j
n&2 :
n
j=1
Var(Z*nj)+n&2 :
n
j=1
:
n
i{ j
|Cov(Z*ni , Z*nj)|. (25)
Moreover, Condition 1.1 and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 imply that
|Cov(Z*n1 , Z*nj)|min[Ch
2d
n , 16:( j&1)] for 1< jn.
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This argument and Condition 1.1 assure that
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1, i{ j
|Cov(Z*ni , Z*nj)|
2n :
n
j=1
|Cov(Z*n1 , Z*nj)|2n :
n
j=1
min(:( j), O(h2dn ))
=2n :
[hn
&d]
j=1
min(:( j), O(h2dn ))+2n :
n
j=[hn
&d]+1
min(:( j), O(h2dn ))
Cn \hdn+ :

j=[hn
&d]+1
j&\+Cnhdn (26)
and
Var(Z*nj)Chdn , 1 jn. (27)
A combination of (25)(27) yields that
*2n :
v
j=1
E(W j*)2C log n,
and then
P {} :
v
j=1
W j* }>’n=2 exp[&C log n]. (28)
It follows from (22), (23) and (28) that, for large enough B and n,
P[ |S*n1|>’n]2 exp[&C log n]
+{\ nhdn+
12
(log n)&12 : \\ nh
d
n
log n+
12
+= 0.
The same argument as that for P[ |S*n1|>’n] yields that
P[ |S*n2 |>’n]2 exp[&C log n]
+{\ nhdn +
12
(log n)&12 : \\ nh
d
n
log n+
12
+= 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
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